Welcome to the TitanNet Academic Planner
Prepared by: Dr. Elizabeth Boretz, Assistant Vice President for Student Success and Director of the Academic Advising Center

Please try using this planning tool before you visit with your Academic Advisor.

You can find your major advisor and General Education Advising at http://success.fullerton.edu/ and click on “Student Success Teams.”

http://www.fullerton.edu/ssc/success_programs/student_success_teams.php
First, open your Titan Degree Audit in your portal or homepage. Always have this open when you use your planner. Your TDA is an official document at CSUF. The planner is not official and you need to reference your TDA in order to plan effectively.
After you open your TDA, look for TitanNet Student. You can find that in the search box. You also can save that tile by using the drop-down menu on the ellipsis here, to keep both the TDA and TitanNet Student easy to find.
When you click on TitanNet Student, you may have to sign in again. You will end up landing on a page such as this, that shows your name.

Check the side menu. If you see an orange dot click on that item, since it means you have messages or other to-do items that are pressing.

Next, click above on Planner.

Hey Titan

Heads up! You have 3 holds needing attention

⚠️ You have 3 holds that need attention
Here's how to resolve them as soon as possible
You will next land on the live planner. First, scroll through and read the brief tips and reminders. Remember that the planner is not an official guarantee or record. Instead, it is a personalized workspace.
Scroll down further and you will see your past, present and future requirements for your degree on the left-hand side of the screen.

The template will show “completed,” “enrolled” (possibly for next semester), “in progress” (current classes) and “planned” (not yet registered).
Now go to the right-hand side and click on “Add a new term.”

Choose an upcoming term, or several terms, that you would like to plan.
Choose any course or course category from the left-hand side, and drag and drop it to save in place for an upcoming term.

Here, we chose C.2 as a placeholder, and now it is planned for Fall 2022.

Notice this says “placeholder.” That is because we have not selected a specific course. Instead, we are just planning to complete something from Area C.2 General Education in Fall 2022. When the Course Schedule is published for that semester, we can search for a course to take.
Click on the blue arrow to see a list of courses that fulfill this category. After the course schedule for the semester is published, you can search for a class to take from this dropdown list.

Then, when the semester registration opens, you can go to the Registration Portal to enroll in your class for the planned category.
If you prefer not to build a plan semester-by-semester, working through each category or specific course requirement, try Quick Planner!
You will first click on your preferences, and then a proposed plan will appear...
The planner will generate a plan that you can use to adjust each semester’s courses and unit counts to your needs and preferences.
Click on Feedback History to see comments or recommendations from your Academic Advisor. Feedback may appear after you communicate with your advisor about your short- and long-term planning to complete your degree.

Register for classes through your school portal. Please check registration dates.

Plan Suggestions

This is a planning tool that allows you to create a pathway to reach your academic goals at CSUF. Please make sure to reference your Titan Degree Audit (TDA) while you use this planner tool.

The plan provided in this tool is a recommended pathway. It may not always fully apply to your specific situation. Thus, it is important to validate your plan with the TDA to ensure that you are on the right path towards meeting degree requirements. Please work with your advisor to make sure you are on the right track.

Below is a list of important information about the planner:

- Minimum grade requirement where applicable is not verified in the planner. Thus, the requirement may show in your plan as complete, even though the minimum
Please try making a plan very soon, and discuss it with your advisor when you visit with them.

You can find your advisor, in your major or General Education, at http://success.fullerton.edu/ and click on “Student Success Teams.” There, you will see how to locate your advisor virtually or in person.